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ABSI’RACIT Objcct4cntcd databases ptovidc new kinds of data
semantics in terms of inhcritana and sbwtuml rchuionships. This
paper examines hmv to use these additional semantics to obtain more
effcctivc object buffering and clustering .Wc’usc the information colkctcd from real-world objcct~rientcd applications, the BcrkcIcy
CAD Group’s OCT design too& as the basii for a simulation model
with which to invcstigatc alternathu buffering and clustering atratcgks. Obsctving ftom our mcasurcments that real CAD applications exhibit high data read to write ratios, we p.mpdsc a run-time
clustering algorithm whose initial evaluation indicates that system
response time can be imp&
by a factor of 280% when the
read/write ratio is high. We have also found it useful to limit the
amount of I/O allowed to the clustering algorithm as it examines
candidate pages for clustering at run-time. Basically, then is little
performance distinction between limiting rcchrstcring to a few I/Or
or many, so a low limit on I/O appears to be acceptable. We also
examine, under a variety of workload assumptions, context-scnsitiw
buffer rcplaccmcnt policies with alternative ptcfctching policies.

otfspring wsion might wish to inherit diiy
from its parent wsion
rather than its type. Consider the foUowing campIe. If
ALuppput
coto ALu[3].ncUis4 then a new daandant
of ALu(ZElayout ahouId inherit this conrspoadeacc rrLtioMhipby
default. Just as the retational query optimizer uses the tabk au%nality and indexing information to produce cf6cicnt aacas pIarts,
objcct-oticntcd systems could also use knowicdgc of atructuml sclaUonships and Inheritance to improve system pcrfotmancc
[CHAN87a].
In thii paper, we arc partkularly intcrcstcd in how clustering
and buffering algorithms can use structuml relationships and inhcritancc semantics to improw DBMS response time. For instance, if a
design browser walks through multiple rcprcacntations of the same
design objects, chtstcring across umcspondcna is advantam
Altcmativdy, if a simulation tool traversea the net list tcprcscntation
hierarchy, clustering along the conSguration hierarchy is best. If
information is frcqucnUy inherited along the wtsiott history, the ryrtern may place the object near its ancestor object to saw diik spaa.
Moreover, the buffer manager may accept hlrtr from the chrstcring
algorithm to keep candidate pages for clustering in the buffer pool,
to avoid I/OS during clustering and to imptour response time.

1. Introduction
Object-oriented concepts, developed originally in Smalltalk,
have been accepted by database rcscamhcn as the basis for dealing
with semantics-rich applications like CAD/CAM. The key aspect of
an object-oriented system is the mapping from an application’s logic
into a set of abstract data types, with associatedoperations and attributes. In addition, information (operation/attribute definitions) can
be propagated along the lattice formed by instances,types and supcrtypes through inheritance.

A number of object-oriented database management systems
have implemented object-based clustering mechanisms [MAIE86,
ATWO85, ZDON84, KIM871. ‘Dvc characteristics arc common to
each of of these: (1) the segment is the clustering unit, and (2)
user’s hints arc used, but only at object creation time. For instance,
a user may provide a hint such as “place near object XX”. The systern would then try to store the target object with object XX in the
same page or adjacent page. Otherwise, the fiat buffer page with
available space is chosen even though other buffer pages may contain
the target object’s structural related objects, e.g., ancestor or composite objects. Since these systems do not model structural rclationships as first class objects, the storage component has no structural
information to exploit during the clustering process. Users’ hints arc
the only useful semantics used by the storage component. Furthcrmore, physical placement hints based on instance-to-instanceinhcritancc arc not exploited by any system. Neither do these vtcms consider rcclustcring when object structures arc changed.

These object-oriented concepts haw been further-inhanccd to
support complex object, version and correspondence management,
and new ways to propagate information between instances fKAlZ87,
CHAN87a]. For example, in our Version Data Model, we explicitly
support three structural relationships, i.e. configuration, version hi
tory and corrcspondcncc (see Figure 1.1). Note that objects arc
named by the triple M”teli].Iypc, where name is the object name, i is
the version number, and ~llpeis its representation typeWC have proposed a new bzs~a~~ce-~o-insmnu
inheritance in
which information can bc propagated among instances along struttural relationships. For instance, there arc some properties and
behaviors, as well as structural relationships and constraints, that an

WC will describe a run-time rcclustcring algorithm which can
improvu the ouzrall system response time by 200?& when the
read/write ratio is high. We have found it useful to limit the amount
of I/O allowed to the clustering algorithm as it examines candidate
pages for rcclustcring at run-time. We will also discuss how pmfetching with an altemativc mpc of candidate pages afleets response
time when diffctcnt buffer replacement policies am used.
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Figure 1.1 - Version Data Model
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instance. Thcsc frcqucncics may be affcctcd by the implementation
of the instana’s inhcritcd attributer For inherited attributes, the
clustering algorithm uses an additional set of cost formulas to choose
bchvccn implementation by copy wtsus by rcfcrcnec. If the implcmcntation is by copy, the system needs to maintain the consistency
among all duplieatcd attribute values at run-time. Furthcrmorc, the
augmented access fxcquencics may change the initial placement of
the instance.

WC have instmmcntcd an objcctoricntcd Data Manager
OCT, dcwlopcd by the UGFkrhcky CAD group IHARRM], and
have colketcd the accesspattern information of more than ten CAD
tools running on top of OCT. About 5ooo tool imocations rcprcscnting approxlmatcly 400 hours of design worh are ma&cd. We haw
ob~~Kryhi%damreadtowritc~~fromtheO<JTtoo~
environment in the mcasurcmcnt rcsulk, which implies that dynamic
clustering and contcxt-scnsitivc buffering cam bc ury us&d in
object-oriented applications.

The following set of parameters is used to conttol the dustcring algorithnu
Sina the information used by the dus(1) Grndi&c~pooL
tcring algorithm is on instance bas& the clustcring algorithm
needs to rctricvc the physical page in order to get the
corresponding information for clustcring dccisiin. Notice that
the fra spaa map in the page table $snot suf&icnt to dctcrmine the potential candidate page. When looldng for a candidate page for plaamcnc the clustering algorithm may use
only the pages available in the buffer pool, awiding any I/Oa
during the clustering proecss. Or, the algorithm may scatch a
limited number of pages on disk Altcmatiuely. if the I/O
limit is infinite, then the algorithm may use the entire database as the candidate page pool. The candidate page pool
can be Within-Buffer, WithJO~limit, or WithircDB.

The rest of the paper is organixcd as followsz Section 2
diseases how structural tclationships and inheritance can bc used in
various clustering and buffering algorithms Section 3 rcpork the
OCI tools’ access pattcm, mad/write ratio, I/O rate and structutc
densities which arc subscqucntly used to &fine the w&load in the
simulation model. Section 4 dcserii the simulation model, construetcd in a modeling Ianguagc called Pcrformana Analyrts Worhbench System (PAWS) [pAWl%3] to cvaluatc the pcrforman~
impact of diffcrcnt algorithms. The simulation r&k arc dii
in
Section 5 through Two-1-I factorial” analysis technique. Finally,
our eonelusionsand htturc directions arc given in S&ion 6.

2. Effective Clustering and Buffering
Engineering design, manufacturing, and CASE applications
demand high pcrfonuana object managcmcnt +cms. These applications utilii st~etural relationships and inhcritana mcchaniims to
effectively model complex cnvironmcnk. Only if conventional rclational database management systems support these modeling primit&s could the storage component take advantage of them at runtime.

When the prcfcrrcd candidate is full, the
storage manager must either split the page to make room for
the new object, or choose the next best candidate page which
has space for the new objcet. The page is split if the cxpeetcd
aeecsscost resulting from the page-split is better than the cost
of putting the new object in the next best candidate page.
Otherwise, the next candidate page is examined, and the deeision pmecss tccurses if there is iwulXeicnt room on the
chosen page.

(2) Pagespliftingpdicy.

In addition, these complex applications frequently perform
materializations of an object hierarchy. Loading a large object
hierarchy into memory becomes the bottleneck Thii s&ion
describes how to obtain better bandwidth by exploiting inheritance
and structural scmanties in buffering and clustering for objcctoriented applications.

The problem of estimating the cost resulting from the pagcsplit is similar to the Graph Partitioning Problem. Howcvcr,
this is known to bc NP-eompletc and may not be suitable for
a run-time clustering algorithm. [CHAN87a] identifies a
greedy algorithm that partitions the nodes of the inheritaneedependency graph into two subsets that can fit into a page
individually. At the same time, the greedy algorithm tries to
minimize the total accessingcost Because the algorithm does
not try to find the optimal partition and on!y scans through
the set of arcs once, the total running time is guaranteed to
be linear. If the degree of connection and the number of
nodes are small, the complexity of the page splitting algorithms should have no major impact on the ovcmll system
response time. Therefore, the page splitting policy can be
No-Splitting, Linear-Split, or NP-Split.

2.1. Smart Clustering
The objcetivc of clustering is to place frqucntly co-referenced
objects near each other in physical memory. For sfaric clustering, the
system is quiesecd, and the database administrator decides on a partitioning of objects. ZinZicclustering is not cffcctivc for applications
such as manufacturing which require high availability. Dynamic clustering, on the other hand, is done at run-time when concurrent
aeccsscsare permitted. Although clustering on object creation or
update may degrade the response time of writers, such degradation
to writcn ran be offset by a large improwement of Mders’ rcsponsc
time as the simulation results in Section 5 show. LIynwnic clustering,
therefore, becomes xry attmetivc in object-oriented applications
where reads dominate writes (Refer to Section 3).

(3)

User Hints Policy. Many computer-aided design applications
make frequent use of eonligumtion relationships, Howexr,
moit inheritance references are along version history rclationships, since a descendant version typically obtains information
from ik ancestor. If users can make these reference information known to the system, the systemcan cluster objects based
on the characteristics of the application. The User hints policy, can be designated as User-Hints or No-Hints in order to
discover the effectivenessof these user hints.

The inpuk to the clustering algorithm can bc user’s hints such
as “access by configuration”, the intcrobjcet access frequencies, and
the characteristics of inherited attributes. The user’s hints are
registered into the system through a procedural interface. The
interobject access frequencies are inherited from the type at object
creation time. For instance. in CASE applications, the run-time
debugger frequently navigates from the object code IO the source
code and not in the other direction. Such information can be predetimedat type creation time and used by all instances.

2.2. Smart Buffer Replacement

The clustering algorithm (the full algorithm is presented in
(CHAN87aj) chooses an initial placement for each newly created
instance based on which of the instance’s relationships is most frequently traversed. ‘Ibis frequency information is a\ailablc in the
corresponding data ~jpe and is inherited by the newly created

The most common operations of objccl+ricntcd tools are
navigation along the structural relationships and simple retrieval of
design objects. In general, objectoricnted tools have fairly static
access patterns. Unfortunately, these are ignored by most database
systems.
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To obtain better response time, the buffer manager must
dctcrminc prcfctching and buffer replacement stratcgics by exploiting
knowlcdgc about the structural and inheritance relationships.
Response time is improved if appropriate objects can be prefetchcd
before they are needed, or if related objects can be kept in the buffer
pool cvtn if the relationships span disk pages.

:;rnObject-Oriented

WC instrumented OCT, an objectoriented data manager,
interviewed several OCT’s users who are VLSI CAD tool developers,
and collected accesspatterns from real user cnvironmcnk. OCT has
more than 20 client applications, and it is being used heavily in the
Berkeley CAD community. WC felt that OCT would ghc us a ury
good starting point in understanding the access pattern of objectoriented applications even though it provides only a subset of objcctoriented concepts. The following section reports on our findings.

The implcmcntation ovctview of an object-oriented buffer
manager is presented here. (Refer to [CHANg7a] for more detailed
algorithms) The least sophisticated buffer manager uses a simple
LRU buffer replacement policy and attempts no prefctching. A
more sophisticated approach uses a priority scheme which replaces
the lowest priority pages first. The key challenge is to use the
semantics of the interrelationships among objects on the buffered
pages and hints about the accesspatterns to set the priorities intelligently. Frequently accessed pages have their priority increased.
Infrequently accessedpages haw their priority reduced, but this may
be modified by their interrelationships 4th other pages, especially if
those are frequently accessed. Whcnewx an object is accessed, ik
related pages (these pages containing ik component objects and ik
inherited attributes) might be in the buffer pool already. The traditional LRU buffer replacement algorithm could easily choose these
pages to be replaced, and thus cause extra I/OS to bring them in
later on.

OCT. data manager for VLSI/CAD applications [HARRfKi],
supports a set of primitix object types which are used frequently by
VLSI CAD tools and arbitrary attachmcnk among these objcck. Figure 3.1, for example, shows a net attached to a facet which is a basic
design unit, four terminals attached to the net, and three paths
attached to various terminals. The rim-time navigation path is
represented by the arc direction from one object to another. Every
attachment creates a link between hvo objcck. These links are
bidirectional and provide basic composition hierarchy information.
However, users arc responsible for maintaining the legal attachment
among objeck, and the system does not provide any structure validation. Further, OCT supports no explicit inhcritancc mechanisms.
situation where OCT uses inheritance, is not available to OCT users.

Another way to obtain gocd response time is to take advantage of prefctching. At the beginning of an interaction with the database, the users provide the buffer manager with accesshints, such as
“my primary accessis via configuration relationships”. This information influences the buffer manager’s prefctch strategy. Touching an
object causes the page containing it and the pages containing ik
immediate component objects to be brought into the buffer pool and
given the same high priority. This achieves extremely good pcrformance for applications that walk the configuration hierarchy. Similar
prefctch hints can be used to obtain a wetsion object, ik immediate
ancestor, and ik immediate dcscendenk. Also, correspondence I&tionships can be used to obtain all objcck comcsponding to the one
being accessed. Inheritance is treated in a similar fashion for dctcrmining prefctch groups.

3.1. Information Collected
For each OCT tool invocation, we recorded the following
information:
(1)

The tool Identilicr, such as “SPARCS” or “VEM”, helps us
understand the run-time behavior of an individual application
and also allows us to relate the tools’ functionalitics to their
overall run-time behavior. For instance, we like to know
whether all the placement and routing tools ha= similar
read/write ratios

(2) Read and write activities. When objects are retrieved through

“attachment” links, they arc recorded assm~uwu mad. Any
links created between objects via “attachment” are viewed as
srnraure write. Remaining read or write operations are
viewed as simple remi or simple tie.
WC also recorded the
objcet type information for eury read and write operation.

The following set of parameters is used to control the buffcring algorithm:

(1)

Application Access Pat-

Buffer Pool Sic.

(2) Buffer Replacement Policy. Three policies arc examined:
Context-sensitive, LRU and Random.

(3)

Prefctch Policy. The candidate pages for prefctching can be
constrained to either the buffer pool or the entire database.
Notice that prcfctching within buffer pool does not create any
extra logical I/OS. Howewr, it will cause the buffer priority
to be adjusted to the requesting applications.

0

Facet

2.3. Experiments to be evaluated
These control parameters are used in the simulation model
described in Section 4. In this paper, we only report the results of
the following experiments:
(1)

Altcmativc clustering policies with varying page splitting policies.

(2)

Alternative buffer replacement policies with varying prcfctching policies.
Figure 3.1- MOSAIC0 Access Pattern

For more detailed results, refer to [CHANg9].
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(3)

(4)

Session ho.
A ussioa is defined as the time intctval
b&van octBcgin() and octBf~I(). Wth th& we can measure
the I/O fate per session and undcntand the com9atioa
between the sessiontime and the applications’ hmctionaIitics

F4

tow?%ty

0

m

mediumdensity high density

Fan-out of upward and downward structural acccs~ Readiig
a compc& object may likely cause the retrieval of a subset
of its component objects. Similarly, reading component
object may cause the rctum of aural of ik ampoh

a

objects

For example, a n&lkt dmulator weld

only naGgate

along the <all>, <aeD, and <scgmcnD path, k8vIng the
rmaining component obj&s attached to <all>
totany
untouched. In other wnds, not all of the onnpoocnt objcck
are read when an application is reading a composite object at
run-time.

”

fficutrent

3.2. R/w ratio

cds cprep mosaicbsparcs wolfe bdsim

cds

cprep mosaicospaics wolfe b&m

Figure 33 - 0C.P Tool Structwc

For csery tool inwcation, we coIlccted the number of structure read, structure write, simple read, and simple write operations,
all of which arc at the logical IcxL We define the read/write ratio of
cwxy tool inwxation to be the total number of structure n&s and
simple reads divided by the totat number of structure wribzs and
simple writes. Figure 3.2 shows the nad/writc ratio of nine 0(X
tools. VEhf, a graphical editor not included in Figure 32, has UK
highest read/write ratio of 6000. The rest of the OCT tools’
read/*tc ratios vary from 052 to 1’70. One interesting note is that
different phases of the same application may have wide ~&ions in
the tead/writc ratio. For instance, the macro cell router MOSAIC0
is composed of atlas, cds, cprep, PGcurrent and mosaico. Figure 32
shows the read/write ratio within one run to vary from 052 to 17D.
This is quite unusual compared to traditional debit/credit applications, in which the. read/write ratio is quite stable throughout an
application. Due to thii dynamic of applications’ read/write ratio,
the clustering algorithm must be adapt& to achicw adequate
rcsponsc time at different phases of an application.

PGcurreni atlas

atlas

mist1 VEI

Density Diibibution

3.3. Structure Density
Figurc 3.3 shows the downward access structure density of ten
OCT tools. Although both upward and downward accesses arc
mcasurcd at run-time, wc obsczvc that mcxt of the upward acccsscs
have only one object rchtmcd. Thcrcforc, wc only rcpott the fanout
of downward access hcrc.

Most of the OCT tools’ downward access cxccpt VEh4 arc
dominated by a low structure density (0 to 3 objects). VEhl has the
highest stntcturc density, since it typically
attached to the composite object.

displays all the objects

3.4. Access Pattern
After interviewing
the following:

scvcral Off

tool dcwlopcrs,

WC obscrvcd

(1)

Objcct-oricntcd
applications perform more navigation than
the ad-hoc query during run-time. For instance, in Figure 3.1,
the macro cell router MOS4ICO navigates along the configuratiou to find all the paths used by a certain net Ad-hoc
query like “sclcct a11 nck having 6 or more terminals” is not
needed in MOSAICO.

(2)

Certain access patterns can be eliminated if the underlying
system supports integrity constraint. For example, the cell
compactor SPARCS scans through the cntirc design to make
sure that no two terminals have more than one path bchvccn
them. Such checking assures that SPARCS will not run into a
loop at run-time, but also introduces a tremendous number of
unnecessary I/OS.

(3)

Most of the access patterns arc predictable. Certain objects,
such as the net instance in Figure 3.1, arc accessed several
times during navigation. Once this access pattern is known,
the buffer manager can increase its containing page priorily to
increase the buffer hit ratio.

4. Simulation Model

misll

A simulation model alloHs us to emiuatc the pcrformancc
impact of diffcrcnt clus~erin, 0 and buffering algorithms on different
applications’ charactcristia.
It also helps us answer certain what-if
questions rapidly; for cxamplc, what is the relationship bctwccn the
choice of the clustering algorithm and frcqucncy parameters such as
inhcritancc density and rcad/writc ratio?

Figure 3.2 - OCT Tools’ Read-Write Ratio
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A few notes about our simulation model:

we used the Performance AOa@ih WorkbaKh system
(PAWS) to umstrwt the simulation beause PAWS suppo& a
number of high 1-1 primitivesi for example, variousqueueingdl
lines and a set of detailed statistics outputs. PAWS also alkws us to
rcfme and enhance the model easily. In the following section, *IC dll
cuss the workload and our model in terms of PAWS prim&es. We
summarize all the modeling parameters in Section 43

(1) We model not only the buffer pool activities but also the tran-

saction logging details to obtain realistic log I/O rates A log
record is coostructcd based 00 the size of the newly created
or modified object. A circular in-memory log buffer is used
and log records are flushed when the circular log buffer is
full.

4.1. The Engineering DB Model

(2) Object information such as object size, structural links with

We represent our model of eogioceriog database interactioo
in the PAWS language which allows the user to simply declare the
characteristics of the system being modeled instead of coding detailed
simulation algorithms.

(3)

other objects, and containing page identifier, is maintained
explicitly, allowing us to construct a rcaliitic sample database
used by all the buffering and clustering algorithms.

T&e simulation model consists of sqwml interacting model
blocks. Transactions representing user requests flow‘between these
model blocks carrying information about the work units. The major
blocks, shown in Ftgun 4.1, anx

time are also modeled by the system.
The fundamental unit of recowxy and concurrency control is
the object and composite object. An object can be read by specifying
an unique name or navigating along some sttuctural relationships
from other objects. If the target object for a read operation is composite, several logical I/OS may occur to retrieve the complete object.
00 the other hand, the write operation would only create or update a
single object. Based on our measurements, we decided that eury
tool invocation (user session) is composed of 100 to 10000queries
with various read/write ratios.

(1) Workstation Cluster

a set of workstatioos nzprcsentiog
interactix users aod think times

(2) Workload Definition workload cbazxteristics
(3)

I/O subsystam a set of related components descriiig
I/O coofigulatioll

(4)

Buffer Manager: the buffer management module

(9

Cluster Manager. various clustering algorithms management
modules

the

Generally speaking, engineering design applications’ pro
ccdurc calls can be categorized into seven query types which are
assigned to transactions in the workload definition phase: (1) Simple
object lookup, (2) Component object retrieval, (3) Composite object
retrieval, (4) Descendant version retrieval, (S) Ancestor vcrsioo
retrieval, (6) Corresponding objects retrieval, and (7) object
insertion/deletion/updating.

(‘3 CPU: theproxssor
Fgun 4.1 shows the relationship betwun these blocks A
transaction starts at a w&rafion &srer node and submits a request
to the file server after a predefioed think time. ‘Ihe request is defined
in the ww&load dijinitjon node. If the request is a mad operation,
the buffer manager searches through the buffer pool and issues a
physical I/O if needed. ‘Ihe buffer searching phase flushes out some
dirty pages as well as some transaction log records. Therefore, in the
worst case, a logical I/O, generated in the workload definition node,
can be translated into zero to 3 physical I/OS; one I/O flushes the
dirty page, one I/O logs the transaction, and one I/O bring in the
data. More detailed model description is in [CHANS9].

Workstation Nodes

Figure 4.1 -

IO our simulation model, the checkio and checkout operations
are modeled by these sewn query types. For instance, a checkout
operation may consist of sewral component object retrievals and one
corresponding object retrieval. Similarly, a checkin operation inwkcs
sexrat object insertions and updating.

4.2. Parameters
Table 4.1 shows all the parameters modeled by the simulation
model and their operating levels. They are divided into static paramcters, which are ficd for all the simulation runs, and control paramcters, which have wrious operating levels.
The operating levels and default values of these parameters
are partially influenced by the structure density and read/write ratio

1+Tyyy-q

#
I
r Clustering Mgr

Actual physical I/O activities axe modeled through the f/O
subsystem node. The I/O path length and the disk service

observed in Section 3. The number of users sharing the same database is assumed to be 10 since most of the CAD/CAM designs can
be partitioned into small units shared by less than 10 engineers. We
used 10 disks in the set-vexand assumed the page sire to be 4 Kbytcs.
The database size is 500 Mbytes which is quite consistent with the
specitication in Sun engineering application benchmark [CATTSS].
The 4 seconds think time for each user we belicvc represents what is
the average think time in interactive computer-aided design cnvironmerits.

,GkLiiG-

We studied eight control parameters to understand their
impacts on the overall system response time. Out of these eight control parameters, (F) and (G) dctemke the workload characteristics,
(II), (I) and (J) control the clustering policy, and (K). (L), and (M)
define the buffering strategy. WC based the operating lc\cls of Structure Density on actual observation from OCT tools access patterns.
“Low-3” means that every structural rctricval rctums fewer than or
equal to three component or composite objects. “Med.5” means that
more than 3 but fewer than 10 objects arc rcturncd through struttural retrieml. and “high-lo” means that 10 or more objccls arc

Simulation Model Overview
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returned.

F
c
H

Static Parameters
Database Sire
Page Size
Number of Users
Number of Disks
Think Time
Control Parameters
Structure Density
Read-write Ratio
Clustering Policy

:
K
L
M

Page Splitting Policy
User Hint Policy
Buffering Policy
Buffer Pool Size
P&etch Policy

&&I
A
B
C

D
E
-

Default value
SO0Mbytes
4 Kbytcs
10
10
4 seconds
Operating Lmls
low-3,mcd-&high-10
S,lO,lOO
No-Cluster, C-within-Buffer
2~IO~limit,10_Io_limit,IO~limit,
No-limit
No-Split, Linear-Split, NP-split
No-hint, User-hint
LRU, Coot&t-scnsitivc,Raodom
lOO,lOuO,lOooo
No_pnfctch, P&hitt-buffer-pool
P-within-Database

Tabk 4.l~SimulationRRmctcn

Q~i-c 5.1 - aucring

5. Simulation Results

Efftxk Analysis

when a better buffering policy is used (Refer to Section 5.2)
Howcvx, to determine the break-n
point of the mad/write
ratio when No-Clustig
has similar response time as any clustering
mechanisms, we compare No-Qu.r&?ing with cIu.rIenjtg wirhonf any
I/O limition.
The results are summatied in Table 5.1. Different
structure densities have different break-n
points, due to the
amount of logical I/OS caused by writen during the clustering phase.

The control parameters listed in Table 4.1 may ioterfem with
each other. For instance, a higher structure density means more I/OS
for the composite object retrieval and more candidate pages to coosider during the object placement phase. A higher read/write ratio
means that the extra I/OS caused by the writers during the clustering
phase may be amortized by the readers and, consqueotly, that the
overall system response time improves.
IO Section S.1, we discussthe run-time clustering effects using
different clustering policies and various buffering strategies arc studied in Section 5.2.

5.1. Run-Time Clustering Effect

Tabk 5.l~Read-writeratio break-evenpoints

The operating lcvcls of buffering control parameters used in
this clustering effects study are: No prcfctch, l@JObuffets, and LRU
buffer replacement policy. We first discuss the clustering effects
when selected candidate page for object placement ncbzr cvtrflow.
That is, when the preferred candidate page is full, the storage
manager chooses the next best candidate page which has enough
space. Then, we study how wrious page. overflow handling mechanisms affect clustering.

Figures 5.2, 5.3 and SA show the structure density effect on
response time when the read/write ratio is fixed. IO all cases, the
response time rises sharply between medium structure density and
high structure density when no clustering is done. Since a composite
object retrieval may trigger 10 or more logical I/OS and the

51.1. No Page Overflow
Figure 5.1 shows how vsrious clustering policies affect system
response time under different workloads. Some key observations are:
(1)

Run-time clustering always imprazs overall system response
time. When both the structure density and read/write ratio
are high, the responsetime is improved by 200%.

(2)

Setting I/O limits on potential candidate pages search is valid.
When the structure density is low, cfus~cring wiUt -7I/O limirolion pexfomls better or comparably IO clrrsroing wirlrouf I/O
iimifakon.

(3)

Ckstcrir~g wirhin brrffcr pool perfomls reasonably well when
the structure density is low, but perfomlance degrades IO the
No-Ckrering
case when the structure density is high. The
buffer hit ratio also allects the performance of c~~~x@tiq
wifhin buffCrpool. When the hit ratio is low. its performance
is close IO No-Cl~rsrctiq. Ilowevcr, performance improves
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Figure 5.2 -- Clustering Effect Under R/W ratio 5

CIuMing wifhaul I/O limbdan performs amsistcntly better
than other clustering mechanismswhen the read/write ratio is lCl0,as
shown in Figure 5.4. Selecting a clustering mechanism based on the
read/write ratio at run-time affords the best response time of both,
setting either a small I/O limitation or no I/O limitation at all.
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p

the
Cktcring not only helps the retrieval but also ruhces
number of I/OS in the transaction logging phase. Thii is shown in
Figure 5.5 where WCcompare the number of transaction logging I/OS
between no clustering and clustering without I/O limitation under
diiennt structure densities. When multiple updates occur on the
same page within a transaction, the log manager needs to flush the
original page only once. Since related objects axe clustered on the
same page, the probability of having multiple updates on the same
page within a transaction increases, thus reducing the number of physical logging I/OS.
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5.3 - austcriog Effect under R/w ntio 10

One inktesting thing we learned from collecting CMX tools’
accesspatterns is that the read/write ratio may vary across different
phases of the same application. Therefore, we wanted to find out
how the read/write ratio affects rcsponsc time when the structun
density is kcd.

5:

t
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8 a::
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2-

Ftgurc 5.6 shows that any clustering mechanism performs
better than no clustering in the low structure density case. Clustering
with and without
I/O limitation perform similarly, and the variation
of response time is ury small. Therefore, for high read/write ratio
applications having low structure density, clustering with a 2 I/O i?mifafion may be the best choice. For applications having medium structure density, &teGg wiUwu~I/O lim3ation performs the best when
the applications’ read/write ratio is greater than 10. Notice that the
response time of clustering wifhouf I/O limitation case changes little
for all read/write ratios. Such a stable response time may be
required
by some real-time applications.

1.
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Figure 5.4 - Clustering FBect Under R/W ratio 100

possibility of buffer hits for these logical I/OS dccrcasq the incrcasing physical I/OS result in a higher response time. Howcxr, the
response time rises slowly from a low structure density to a high
structure density when any clustering mechanism except c&u&g
within buff’pool
is used. The low xxiation of response time our
different structure densities is very critical when application access
patterns arc not fully predictable.
Uiuzering ~*hin buffer pool cannot perform well if the buffer
pool hit ratio is low during the candidate page searching phase. By
tracing the buffer pool usage, we found that the nativc LRU rcplaccment policy frequently overlays the potential candidate page for new
object placement and decreases the hit ratio. The buffer manager, if
it understands the relationships among objects, may increase both the
priority of these pages and the hit ratio. We will discuss the various
buffering policies in Section 5.2.
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med-5
w-3
Figure S-5 - Clustering Effect on Transaction I/OS
km-3

When the read/write ratio is low, cluszering wirh a 2 I/OS limitarion provides the best response time in all structure densities as
shown in Agure 5.2. For low structure density, clusroing wilh a 2
I/OS linriration has the same response time as clustoing wifh no I/O
lirnilolion.
Notice that a low structure density implies fewer candidate pages to choose and fewer logical I/OS needed during clustering

phase. As the structure density increases,the number of l/OS caused
by searching candidate pages also increases. Such edra I/OS introduced in the clustering phase cannot be amortized by readers when
the read/write ratio is low. Therefore, chrsteriq withorrr I/O limitalion pcrfoms worse than chsrcring with a Z I/O Iimimriot~ in high
structure densities.

t5t-
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Figure 5.6 - Clustering Effect Under Low Structure Densir)

kgurc 5.3 shows thal clustering with a limitation of 10 I/OS
has the same response time as clustering with no I/O limitation for a
medium structure density. Since the I/O limitation is larger than the
maximum possible structure density, 10 l/OS heha\%s like no I/O
limilation.
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Figure 5.7 shows the clustering effect on nxponsc time when
the structure density is high. Notice that the difference between the
cIusf&g wifhin bu& case and the other clustering mechanisms
becomes larger. This is due to the lack of potential andiite pager
in the buffer pool, which reduces the cffcctivtness of run-time clustering.

5.1.2. With Page Overflow
When the chosen candidate page owxflows with the newly
inserted objCa, the system needs either to split the target page or to
pick the next best candidate page.. To split the target page, a page
splitting algorithm is invoked, a new page is allocated, both the target
page and the new page are modified, and the changes arc logged by
the system. Page splitting requires one extra I/O than no splitting to
flush the newly allocated page later on and qne extra log record that
may trigger an I/O. Mon%xw, the page splitting algorithm needs
extra CF’U time, and the new page allocation may cause buffer pool
contention.

MhulolaOOamd!sn4um9moN5mO
Transaelim

m

As mentioned in Section 3, we have evaluated two different
page splitting algorithms with the simulation model: Lincm Spli and
NP Spfit. Agun 5.8 shows the effect of various page splitting algorithms when the clustering policy is &leIi.ng withour I/O kdfazion.
Solid line rcprrsents the response time for no page splitting case.
Dotted line with plus sign is the response time when linear page
splitting mechanism is applied. Dotted line with cross sign is the NP
split case. When the read/write ratio is low, NO splitting performs
better than either splitting case. Howewx, Linear Split provides the
best rqonsc time when both the read/write ratio and the structure
density arc high. Both NP Split and Linear Split perform similarly
when structure density is low because the number of arcs in the
dependency gmph is small, and the minor difference bcwn
the
NP-complete solution and the linear solution is offset by other tktars.
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Figure S.8 - Page Splitting ietrccts Analysis
cost Difference

Pigure S-9 - Cost Difference between NP Split and Linear Split

The objectix of the page splitting algorithm is to minimize
the expected access cost rrsulting from the page split. Ideally, the
object partition having the minimum accesscost should have the best
response time. Howcwr, due to the extra I/OS and CPU time
causedby the minimization pmcss, the page splitting algorithm finding the minimum cost partition of objects may not perform best
ovxall. Figure 5.9 shows the total cost difference from the L.inw
Split under different transaction characteristics. Notice that although
the NP Splif algorithm tinds the minimum access cost partition of
objw its overall response time is worse than that of the Lineclr Spli
under high structure density.

5.2. Impact of Smart Buffering
The operating levels of clustering control parameters used in
this study of buffering effects are: clustering without I/O limitation
and splitting page when the candidate page owxflows. No user hints
arc provided for clustering and the number of buffetrs is 1ooO. The
effect of buffer pool size on various buffering strategies arc discussed
in [CHAN89].
Three buffer replacement strategies, Contcxt-scnsitivc, Random and LRU, an studied with three different prcfetching strategies:
prcfetching within database, prcfetching within buffer pool, and no
prcfctching.
Agurc 5.10 shows how various buITering policies affect system
response time under different workloads. Some key observations as:
(1)

The Context-scnsitiw buffer replacement policy always
improws the overall system response time. When both the
structure density and read/write ratio arc high, Ciwfcx?sensirive with prefetching within database outperfoms
wifh no prefefching by lSO% in responsetime.
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Figure 5.7 - Clustering Effect Under High Structure

(3)
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LRU

Setting the scope on prcfetching is a valid idea. When using
prefctching within the buffer pool, the performance of the
LRU and Random buffer replacement strategies is comparable to that of Con&x-semi&
wiIhour say prefilching in all
workloads.
Cimfcwscnsitiw
wirh prejcfchirrg wilhin darabase performs
best, whereas LRU with no prcfcrchiag performs worst. A
similar conclusion on the LRU bufkr rcplacemenc stratcby
has been drawn in relational database systems.
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Figurn 5.11 - Prcfetching EItRct under Context-sensitive
Buffer Replacement Policy

TransactionChatrcterktiis

Figure 5.10 - Buffering Bffects Ana1yG.s
sii experiments me reported here: carkxt-seraitive buffer
replacementpolicy with prefetchln8within database (C-l-DB),
cmtextaemitive with prefctching wlthia butTer (Q-buff),
Ftandom buffer replacementpolicy with prefetching within
database(IQ-DB), Randum buffer replacementpolicy with
prefetchiugwithin buffer (FQ-buft), LRU buffer rcplaccmeut
policy with pmfetchingwithin database(IRUJ-DB). and LRU
Variuur tramaction
with no prefetching (lRuJloJ).
chara~cs
arc evaluated.“hilao” mea@the transaetlonha.5
highr.trwturedensityandthe read/writeratlo,is loo.

6. Effect Analysis and Conclusions
Figure 6.1 shows the overall effect analysis for the eight control parameters specified in Table 4.1. There arc 8! (i.e. 40,330)possible combinations, and for each one, we calculated how much, on
the average, the response time has changed when the combined
parameters go from low operating lcvcl to high operating level.
Although the response time change can be positive or negative, only
the absolute value is useful in this effect analysis. Larger absolute
effect value means major effect on response time. When the effect
value is zero, it implies that the corresponding control parameter(s)
has minimum effect on the oxraIl response time. Each blob
represents the effects of a parameter or combined parameters on
response time. For instance, “Structure dcnsity+buffering policy”
represents a combined effect whereas “Read/unite Ratio” is a single
parameter effect Most of the parameter or combined parameters
have small response time change and arc represented by a line of
blobs centered in the figure. Two interesting observations arc: 1) the
structure density and buffering policy most influence the system
response time, and 2) different page splitting algorithms have little
influence on the response time.

We have also examined the prefetching effect on response
time when the buffer replacement algorithm is tixed. In all cases,
prefeetchwithin airfubure performs best This may not be intuitive since
prcfetching may bring in some pages not used by applications due to
changing access patterns. Howcvur, because prcfetching has made
data available to applications in memory, the overall tesponse time is
improved. For object-oriented applications, paying extra I/OS to
achieve better response time may be acceptable.
When the context-sensitive buffer replacement algorithm is
used, as shown in Figure 5.11 preferch within buffer has the same
response time as no ptvfftch for transactions having low and mediym
structure densities. Notice that prefetch within buffer does not trigger
any I/OS but only changes the buffer priority to reflect the future
needs of data contained in these buffers. Since the context-sensitive
buffer replacement algorithm would set up the appropriate priority
based on knowledge of structure relationships and inheritance, no
prefelch only causesvery few buffer misses relative to prefelch within
buffer. However, when the structure density becomes higher, prefexh
wifhin buffer better reflects the dynamics of the accesspattern in how
buffer priorities are set than no prefelch and has a better response
time.

Two control parameters, say A and B, are said to “interact” if
the effect of A is dinerent at different operating levels of B. They
can be represented on an X-Y diagram where the X axis represents
the different operating levels and the Y axis represents the effect (the
response time). If two lines are parallel, there is no interaction
between the corresponding control parameters. For intersected lines,
we know there is a strong interaction between control parameters. If
two lines do not intersect in the parameter range but arc also not
parallel, v say there is a minor interaction between the control
parameters.

.
.
.
.
.

When the buffer replacement algorithm is not contextsensitive, prefetching becomes the only way to reflect the knowledge
of structure relationships and inheritance in the buffer priority sctting. Both preferch wifhin database and prefeelch wirhin bujj%r improve
the buffer hit ratio and improve applications’ response time.
Althoughprcfcrch wifhin dafabme has more logical I/OS than prefefch
wifhin buffer, the overall response time is similar.
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For more detailed anal@, refer to [CHAN89].
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There arc no major interaction between any two factors. This
means the control parameters we have chosen are quite
independent.
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Then is no interaction between: buffering policy and clustering policy, buffering policy and page splitting policy, stntcture
density and read/write ratio, and mad/write ratio and buffering policy.

In this study, we have exploited inheritance and structural
relationships for imp&
buffering and clustering. We ha= proposed a run-time clustering algorithm which under high structure
density and large mad/write ratio condition can imprwt system
response time by a factor of ux)%. We have also shown that it is
effective to limit the amount of I/OS allowed to the clustering algo
rithm as it examines candidate pages for clustering at run-time. We
studied the prefetching effect on response time under various buffer
replacement policies and transaction characteristics. Contextsensitive buffer replacement policy with preftch within abmbase pcrforms best whereas f.Rf.7 wilh no pn?fefching performs wont
We have also studied the effectiveness of user hints and how
varying mad-write ratios within a transaction affect the response time
under ~rious clustering and buffering algorithms [CHAN89]. However, the dynamics of access pattern of objectoriented applications
are still not well understood. Furthermore, the physical rcprcscntation of structural relationships and inheritance links among objects
needs to be addressed.
Based on the simulation results shown in this study, we
strongly recommend that future object-oriented DBMSs to (1) model
structural relationships and inheritance links as first class objects, and
(2) use the proposed dynamic clustering algorithm when the rcadwrite ratio is high.

Figure 6.2 - Interaction Analysis Graph
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